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	The Basics of Cloud Computing: Understanding the Fundamentals of Cloud Computing in Theory and Practice, 9780124059320 (0124059325), Syngress Publishing, 2013

	As part of the Syngress Basics series, The Basics of Cloud Computing provides readers with an overview of the cloud and how to implement cloud computing in their organizations. Cloud computing continues to grow in popularity, and while many people hear the term and use it in conversation, many are confused by it or unaware of what it really means. This book helps readers understand what the cloud is and how to work with it, even if it isn’t a part of their day-to-day responsibility.


	Authors Derrick Rountree and Ileana Castrillo explains the concepts of cloud computing in practical terms, helping readers understand how to leverage cloud services and provide value to their businesses through moving information to the cloud. The book will be presented as an introduction to the cloud, and reference will be made in the introduction to other Syngress cloud titles for readers who want to delve more deeply into the topic.


	This book gives readers a conceptual understanding and a framework for moving forward with cloud computing, as opposed to competing and related titles, which seek to be comprehensive guides to the cloud.

	
		Provides a sound understanding of the cloud and how it works
	
		Describes both cloud deployment models and cloud services models, so you can make the best decisions for deployment
	
		Presents tips for selecting the best cloud services providers
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Citrix XenApp Performance EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide for tuning and optimizing the performance of XenApp farms using real-world examples


	Overview

	
		Design a scalable XenApp infrastructure
	
		Monitor and optimize server performance
	
		Improve end user experience
	
		Tune the farm for WAN connections
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WebGL Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	WebGL is a new web technology that brings hardware-accelerated 3D graphics to the

	browser without requiring the user to install additional software. As WebGL is based on

	OpenGL and brings in a new concept of 3D graphics programming to web development,

	it may seem unfamiliar to even experienced web developers.
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Cloud Computing: Principles, Systems and Applications (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2010

	Cloud computing continues to emerge as a subject of substantial industrial and academic interest. Although the meaning and scope of “cloud computing” continues to be debated, the current notion of clouds blurs the distinctions between grid services, web services, and data centers, among other areas. Clouds also bring...





	

Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
 The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software...


		

The Complete Bartender (Updated)Berkley, 2003

	Get the essential guide to mixing up a good time! Now that it's been completely updated with fifty new drinks-including the mojito and the Rock Lobster-you'll enjoy preparing and serving drinks more than ever. With more than 2000 recipes, including nonalcoholic drinks, plus party-planning tips, hints on making toasts, barware lists...


		

The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2018

	
		The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive Approach, 7e is a text with readings that enhances comprehension of philosophical study by encouraging students to ponder, explore, and actively participate in the learning process. Philosophy becomes a personal journey for students through Lawhead’s unique pedagogy that...
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